MR. ROBIN’S
CHRISTMAS WREATH

A Festive Design by
Helen M. Stevens, SWA
(Not to be stitched for sale.)
© Helen M. Stevens

Mr. Robin has found himself a lovely, natural
wreath for Christmas, and he cannot resist the
temptation to pose for us!
This design could be used to create a picture, or to
make a very special card, or could even be
mounted on a circular backing and used as a
Christmas tree decoration.
The Template may be enlarged or reduced as you
wish, but the original was worked at 12 cm.
diameter (approx. 4.75 inches).
The colour chart is created using generic colours
so that you may choose what type of thread you
wish to use. The original is worked in sleave
(untwisted) silk, but any thread suitable for “flat”
embroidery is fine.
Use a gauge of thread approximately equivalent to
a single strand of Anchor or DMC stranded cotton
throughout unless otherwise stated.
Choose metallic threads which can be used entire
(same gauge as above) or separated out into finer
“single” strands if possible.

Template

Using your own favourite method, trace off and
transfer the template onto your fabric (make sure
it is a fabric that does not stretch!)
Include everything shown – fine details will be
added later.

Colour Chart

1. Grey
2. Black
3. Bright red
4. Golden brown
5. White
6. Yellow green
7. Green
8. Bright Green
9. Very pale green
10.
Dark green
11.
Cream

12.
Purple
13.
Pale Mauve

(Not shown on full colour chart – work a small upper “cap” in
shade 13, followed by the body of the berry in shade 12.)

14.
15.

Metallic gold thread
Metallic silver thread

If possible, split metallic thread down into finer strands to
work the small rosette tips to the berries: gold for the holly
and silver for the mistletoe and ivy. Add a few tiny seeds
stitches to highlight the shiny golly berries.
16.

Pinkish brown

If possible, use a finer strand of silk to create the needle-like
prickles at the apex of each serration on the holly leaves,
indicated by hatched lines on the colour chart.

NOTES:

Pay particular attention to your stitch directions throughout,
referring to the main cover picture and the details shown.
On the bird, the stitches flow toward the tip of the beak – strata
encroaching into strata.
Only on the eye, work the stitches in a different flow: up and
down, to contrast with the surrounding plumage. Work a VERY
fine line of orange (if you have it) around the eye and highlight
with a tiny seed stitch in white. (Not shown on colour chart.)

The tendrils and central veins of all leaves are worked in gold
metallic thread, surface couched down with a very fine strand of
yellow green (shade 6).

If you are familiar with Helen’s ONE SIMPLE STITCH method of
indicating stitch direction, etc., you may like to refer to the
following “Directional Diagram”.

(Rough) Directional Diagram!

In this very basic Directional Diagram, the initial stitch
should be worked in the direction of the red arrow, and then
the rest of the stitches fanning out as suggested by the black
lines. On the robin’s wing a central stitch suggesting the
main quill of the feather is worked in grey (not shown on
colour chart) and then the flight feathers worked as shown
above in converging stitches toward each quill.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT THIS
METHOD OF CHARTING GO TO:
https://www.vivebooks.com/shop/one-simplestitch/?affiliates=1

MERRY CHRISTMAS!

